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NAVINYAM [01/07/2015 - 03/07/2015] 

The new Directors planned, organised and executed their first projects as a one man show 
in a period of just 3 days. This HRD initiative included 8 projects viz. Swaasthya, Globe 
Trotters, Malgudi Days, etc… 

THE UPBEAT PROJECT [07/07/2015 - 31/07/2015] 

This International Services initiative celebrated the World Music Day through online 

campaigns, quizzes, youth interviews and also by setting up music merchandise stalls. 

THE EXCHEQUER [13/07/2015 - 13/07/2015] 

This was a Personality Development initiative revolving around the policies of Imports and 

Exports where the participants got a platform to showcase their debating and presentation 

skills. 

JNS INSTALLATION [17/07/2015 - 17/07/2015] 

The Installation, as a start of Rotary year, consisted of various cultural programs 
performed by the Interactors which were witnessed by the Principal of JNS, the faculty & 
also the Rotarians. 

SPILL THE BEANS 17/07/2015 - 18/07/2015 

The event had the new Departmental Executives of inter avenues bond over many splits & 

clashes planned by Club Service Avenue. 

CHEERS TO IMMORTALITY [25/07/2015 - 25/07/2015] 

The concept of immortality was debated upon in this Editorials bulletin through the articles 

from DRR Vaibhav Shinde, Past Presidents and Alumni with their perspectives on 

immortality. 

IMPRESSIONS  [25/07/2015 - 25/07/2015] 

Taking inspiration from the never halt attribute of life, RCNM decided to immortalise its 

installation  ceremony of officially  designating the RCNMites by focusing on the footprints 

that we leave behind and most  importantly, the way we influence the lives of others. 

TOPSY TURVY [29/07/2015 - 29/07/2015] 

This PR initiative concluded with a well spent evening with those less fortunate kids while 

treating them at the gaming zone, the food court at the Infinity Mall and a cab ride back 

again. 



LIGHTS.CAMERA.RCNM [29/07/2015 - 31/07/2015] 

The aspirations, dreams and apprehensions of this year’s club editor were blogged by her 
for the readers while welcoming this new beginning with zeal. 
 

BEYOND THE HORIZONS [30/07/2015 - 30/07/2015] 

This Community Service event was initiated for the students of Manilal Sunderji school for 

counseling them about the different career paths they could choose from. 

INTERACTION [31/07/2015 - 31/07/2015] 

This PIS event was to encourage the interactors to continuously involve themselves in 

service through fellowship to wear this tag of responsible youth all throughout their lives. 

THE FUTURE IS BRIGHT  [31/07/2015 - 31/07/2015] 

This Digital Communications event was on the review of the newly come 'Windows 10'. 

BOTTOMS UP [31/07/2015 - 31/07/2015] 

Various wacky tasks set by the Club Service Avenue helped teams to earn maximum 

Roopies (currency) thus, ending with just one winning team. 

  



AUGUST, 2015 

MOCKING BIRD [03/08/2015 - 30/08/2015] 

This Blog theme brought back the genre of Parody while mocking & spoofing various 

stereo-types of gamers, readers, historical events, fictions and over-rated Movie Legends.  

A TALE OF FEW CITIES [06/08/2015 -31/08/2015] 

This was an Editorials initiative in collaboration with ‘The Reason Behind It’ (TRBI) 

website where the mysteries behind the names & titles of the cities around the world were 

unfolded and published on the website. 

888 [09/08/2015 - 09/08/2015] 

This Sport Event was completely conceptualized on the American game of pool also known 

as Pocket Billiards. Competition, amusement and assaying a new sport thus, concluded this 

event. 

DEVA E GANESHA [14/08/2015 - 14/08/2015] 

This PR event was conducted at Jamnabai Narsee School wherein the students made the 

idols of Ganesha with the help of newspapers, tissues, fevicol, brushes and paints. 

WIRED GIGS [15/08/2015 - 27/08/2015] 

It was an online Digital Communications project where we tried to enlighten the audience 

with some wired passionate professions which are rare & earned well. 

DOWN THE RIVER  [18/08/2015 - 18/08/2015] 

This Club Service initiative planned a trip which included adventurous rafting at Kolad and 

then a refreshing trek at the Kansai waterfalls for its Rotaractors. 

JUDGEMENTAL ARENA [21/08/2015 - 21/08/2015] 

After a few training sessions had been held for the Interactors, the PIS avenue had a Mock 

Court Room Scenario modeled and performed at the Interact Club of Jamnabai Narsee 

School. 

THE GRAND BOWL [21/08/2015 -21/08/2015] 

A Sports Initiative conducted in association with the NM Gymkhana 

and savepocketmoney.com consisting of a total of 52 participants competing with each 

other at game of Bowling to win various exciting prizes. 

A TOUCH OF MANKIND [23/08/2015 - 23/08/2015] 

This International Services initiative was divided into 2 phases having a survey of people to 

test their knowledge on the World Humanitarian Day and then posting the best responses 

on the social media sites. 

http://savepocketmoney.com/


THE GENIE PROJECT [25/08/2015 - 25/08/2015] 

This was a Community Service initiative wherein efforts were put by the Rotaractors to 
fulfill some of the wishes of Dr. Sarla's Special Care Unit for Senior Citizens, Khar while 
exchanging a few smiles and memories. 

THE BLANK SHEET [25/08/2015 - 31/08/2015] 

International Services & Editorials did a joint initiative to provide a platform to the youth of 

the city for voicing their opinions and sharing their knowledge on current events and social 

issues. 

TEXT SYNTAX [27/08/2015 - 27/08/2015] 

It was an Editorials initiative to develop the linguistic skills of the club members especially 

for project reporting & PR purposes. 

VIDYA GRIHA [30/08/2015 - 30/08/2015] 

This Community Service initiative served to teach the underprivileged the basics of English 

and Numerical over a number of sessions. 

  



SEPTEMBER, 2015 

GLASS HALF FULL  [01/09/2015 - 01/09/2015] 

This Partners In Service Initiative was to imbibe Positive attitude in the Interactors of 

Interact Club of Hussain Alanna English School. 

HANDFUL OF GRAINS [05/09/2015 - 10/10/2015] 

RCNMites and all the contributories of this Community Service initiative collected more 

than 4,000 kilograms of food grains & donated to the Dreams Home and Abundant Life 

Ministries in Mumbai, the Dilasa Foundation in Vidarbha, etc. 

MEMBERSHIP DRIVE [07/09/2015 - 10/09/2015] 

A Registration desk was setup in the campus of the college, announcements were done in 

classrooms, posters and charts were put up at each floor in this event. 

LUNG CHECK UP [13/09/2015 - 13/09/2015] 

A Lung Check up camp was set up near Juhu which saw a total of 72 check ups and 39 X-

rays at a nearby laboratory. 

YOU ARE HERE [15/09/2015 - 15/09/2015] 

This HRD module served as a guide to Departmental Executives - training them how 

to interview, select, welcome and work with members and calling upon them to take charge 

henceforth. 

LET'S TAKE OFF [15/09/2015 -15/09/2015] 

This event saw a total of 154 Club Rotaractors and 2 Teacher in charge, getting oriented by 

President Rtr. Naren Thakkar followed by the induction of Departmental Executives and 

activities by the Team Club Service. 

RYLA [20/09/2015 - 20/09/2015] 

It was a Leadership Programme to develop the Rotaractors and the Youth with various inter-

personal skills. 

SEVEN MANAGING MYTH [22/09/2015 - 29/09/2015] 

PIS Initiative aimed to inculcate the leadership skills among the Interactors at this age for 

their development through 7 sub-events of this inititive. 

KALAM KO SALAAM [25/08/2015 - 22/09/2015] 

This Personality Development event aimed at making school students aware about Vision 

India 2020, Dr.A.P.J.Abdul Kalam and his contribution by taking sessions about it in schools 

and other such institutions. 



THROWBACK [25/09/2015 - 30/09/2015] 

HRD Avenue conducted this in order to address the problems of the workforce, solve their 

grievances and then study their feedback to learn where each individual can improve or 

where each avenue requires certain assistance. 

SUNDATTA MEDICAL CAMP [26/09/2015 - 26/09/2015] 

The Community Service Camp not only helped in detection of deficiencies and possible 

health issues but the counselling sessions at the camp also created awareness about 

various precautions one must take. 

WORLD ELDERS DAY [26/09/2015 - 26/09/2015] 

The World Elder's Day was celebrated by International Services by felicitating and 

honouring several senior citizens from the community for Lifetime Harmonious Living with 

Family, Friends and Community, followed by top-class musical event and shayaris. 

ESCAPADE [27/09/2015 - 27/09/2015] 

This International Service Initiative had 4 major aspects to Escapade viz. Video Survey, 

Travel Diaries, Visual Story Telling and a bulletin on Rare tourist spots in India. 

AGAIN BEACH CLEANING DRIVE [28/09/2015 - 28/09/2015] 

We managed to fill 30 bags of the Non-immersing idols with the help of around 94 

volunteers for this event which was supported by various TV stars and reported on various 

TV Channels and newspapers. 

RCNM WEBSITE [30/09/2015 -30/09/2015] 

The RCNM website was revamped with various other blog and recognition sections. 

  



OCTOBER, 2015 

TIME OUT [04/10/2015 - 04/10/2015] 

This event had various beach games panned out for the amusement of Rotaractors by Club 

Service. 

THERE'S A SAYING [09/10/2015 - 09/10/2015] 

The aim of the project was to publish a humour spiced up enlightening bulletin for our 

readers based on the facts, etymologies and the wild uses of our forever used idioms. 

GIVE STIGMA THE FINGER [10/10/2015 - 10/10/2015] 

This International Services Initiative was to spread awareness about the World Mental 

Health Day. They promoted the same through charts and quote placards and also by asking 

people about their opinion on the stigma around Mental illnesses in our country and how 

they think it can be stopped.  

REEL DEAL [14/10/2015 - 14/10/2015] 

A prominent blogger, Mr. Aditya Tibrewala had been invited to conduct a session on movie 

review writing by International Services. 

GAME ON [14/10/2015 - 17/10/2015] 

Digital Communications organised two games: FIFA took the grounds on Day 1 & Counter 

Strike then captivated the gamers on Day 2. 

TEST YOUR TASTEBUDS  [16/10/2015 - 16/10/2015] 

This Initiative by the International Services to celebrate World Food Day had two main 

aspects, namely Blindfolded Food Tasting & Quiz. 

FOOT TENNIS [17/10/2015 - 17/10/2015] 

This Initiative by the Team Sports was a combination of Football and Tennis where 24 

teams, 3 participants each showcased their football skills in tennis. 

ALUMNI RECONNECT  [17/10/2015 -17/10/2015] 

This PIS initiative not only provides a platform for the Alumnus to visit the club again but 

also to share their experiences and learning to the new members of the club. 

THE BIG QUIZ [19/10/2015 - 19/10/2015] 

The Big Quiz was a Professional Development Initiative to test the analytical skills of the 

participants. 

PACHPAN KE BAAD BACHPAN  [22/10/2015 - 22/10/2015] 

It was an Initiative by the Team Partners in Service to bring a smile on the face of senior 

citizens through a few childhood games, music, etc. in few old-age homes. 



THE GLOBAL GOALS PROJECT [22/10/2015 - 22/10/2015] 

The Team Public Relations of RCNM provided a platform for the citizens to give a thought 
to the problems and enlighten the other people with the help of various social media 
coverage. 

HORROR DIAIRES  [22/10/2015 - 31/10/2015] 

This Editorials project in its 1st part conceived as a series of purely fictional horror stories 
every night & then in the 2nd part, the climax of the event, - HORROR GAME - was released 
on the very day of Halloween-31stOctober, 2015. 
 

 

  



NOVEMBER, 2015 

WORLD INTERACT WEEK [02/11/2015 - 05/11/2015] 

The celebration of the Interact Week in the Chartered Club of Fidai School helped 

Interactors to know more about the organization they are a part of through fun games & 

activities. 

HALL OF FAME [07/11/2015 - 07/11/2015] 

The underlying motive behind this HRD initiative is to appreciate the efforts put in by the club 

members and to recognise the achievements of the various avenues and projects that managed 

to create an enormous impact through awards. 

FRIGHT NIGHT [07/11/2015 - 07/11/2015] 

This Club Service event was a party with the theme of Halloween in which people were 
dressed up in their spookiest attire, painted their faces and bonded with each other 
through games, dance & pranks. 

ADRENALINE [15/11/2015 - 26/11/2015] 

Everyone loves a thrilling read and this Editorials blog theme was the perfect initiative to 
bring forth  content  that would keep a readers’ eyes glued to the story as their imagination 
would go wild, trying to predict what would happen next. 
 

THE MILLION PAGE QUESTION  [22/11/2015 - 30/11/2015] 

The aim of this Editorials bulletin was to be of a certain help to the class of readers and to 

the ‘would be’ class of readers by providing them with personalized reader type book lists. 

OH SIT, HAVE A CLUE? 30/11/2015 - 30/11/2015 

It was a Club Service Initiative where in the participants had to play a combination of two 

famous games - Musical chair and the Treasure Hunt. 

  



DECEMBER, 2015 

FOOTBALL FIESTA [06/12/2015 - 06/12/2015] 

36 Teams participated in this Sports event thus making this grand football meet a huge 

success.  

INDUSTRIAL VISIT [02/12/2015 - 02/12/2015] 

Personality Development Avenue conducted an IV to the National Stock Exchange followed 
by an interactive session with the merchants there. Participants were also shown a live 
trading session.  
 

 

MEDICAL CAMP [14/12/2015 - 15/12/2015] 

This Community service event consisted of Basic Body Check Up and Eye Check Up of about 

400 students. Doctors from the renowned DY Patil Hospital were called upon to conduct 

the camp. 

PAINTSTER  [12/12/2015 - 12/12/2015] 

Team Club Service conducted the game of twister along with twists and adding paints to 

the game with the addition of difficult tasks at each level. 

ROTARY NIGHT [09/12/2015 -09/12/2015] 

We took the theme 'Save Girl Child', a very sensitive topic but which has 

become the need of the hour and then a performance of a Musical Skit and 

Singing was staged by us. 

SADDA HAQ  [10/12/2015 - 10/12/2015] 

During this event, the members of the International Services team went probing the 

youngsters and local people [Rickshaw walas, hawkers etc.] about one such right which 

they want to be made legal & the results were shocking… 

SECRET SANTA  [18/12/2015 - 18/12/2015] 

The Club Service Avenue of RCNM sought to celebrate Christmas within the club where 

every Club member was allocated one person to whom that Club member was to be the 

Secret Santa. Gifts and secret letters were thus exchanged. 

  



JANUARY, 2016 

CONNEXION [09/01/2016 - 09/01/2016] 

 
Connexion, as the name suggests aimed at Connecting the hearts of our club, members. Just 
before one of the mega legacy project of the Club, it was necessary that people know each 
other more and be united so that the coming period can be the best time of their year. 
 

TIK TOK [12/01/2016 - 12/01/2016] 

The event Tik Tok aimed at collection of funds for the HIV affected people in our society. 

The Team Public Relations initiated 4 rounds on Minute to Win it games for the students, 

the registration fees of which were then used for the donation. 

HALL OF FAME - QUARTER 2 [19/01/2016 - 19/01/2016] 
Hall of Fame, the Quarterly Award aims at recognizing the Stars of RCNM who have done 
brilliant job in the Quarter and the Highlighting Projects of the Quarter. This awards were 
done at the Official Club Visit which would motivate the members by the presence of DRR, 
District Council Members, Rotarians and College Faculty. 
 

RISE FOR A CAUSE [24/01/2016 - 24/01/2016] 
 
Rise for a Cause aimed at raising funds for the unfortunate ones of the society. The Team 
Community Service had a stall at the Bapu Bhai Vashi Road Funfair where the team was 
able to successfully sell 300 Chocolate balls and more than 50 Fruit Fondue. 
 
AKSHAYAPATRA [25/01/2016 - 31/01/2016] 
 
From the funds of Rise for a Cause, the RCNMites were successful in providing 3 time hot 
meals to the Construction Site workers in Vile Parle for a week. From 25th January till a 
week, we provided 2 times hot tea and 3 times hot meal to the workers. 
 
TATVA [28/01/2016 - 29/01/2016] 
 
Tatva, Management Fest aimed at Improving the Management and Leadership skills of the 
students by having projects which not aimed at learning but also had fun element in it so 
that the participants could easily resemble it and will remember till years. 
 
 
OF SMUDGED INK [29/01/2016 - 29/01/2016] 
 
Of Smudged Ink aimed at teaching English to the students of Vernacular Language School. It 
was a 2-day session where the Rotaractors taught them about the basic English which 
included Tenses, along with basic sentences in Simple, Continuous and Perfect sentences. 
And a quiz on the sessions happened. 



FEBRUARY 2016 
 

THE LITERATI TOURNAMENT [02/02/2016 - 02/02/2016] 
 
The Literati Tournament aimed at a Tri Aspects of Literature bring tested for the 
Interactors. This event not only aimed at testing one's literary and general knowledge but 
also enabled them to work efficiently in a team. 
 

CRICKET MANIA [24/02/2016 - 24/02/2016] 
 
Cricket Mania aimed at a Tournament for the Cricket Lovers. A total of 8 teams participated 
in the event which happened at Dadabhai Mehta Ground. The winner of the Tournament 
was awarded with Cash Prizes, Certificates and Trophy. 

PROJECT 1 [25/02/2016 - 29/02/2016] 
 
Project 1, a project which aims at bring the club as ONE and reaching the glory as ONE. 
Here, the avenues of Members are interchanged so as to give them the flavor of other 
avenues of the club, which helps in the succession planning of the club, by giving great 
leaders back to the club. 
 
CYCLATHON [27/02/2016 – 27/02/2016] 
 
Cyclathon was a Joint Project with the Rotary Club of Bombay West which aimed at 
spreading awareness about the Importance of Road Safety through a Cycle Marathon from 
Bandra Bandstand to NM College and back. A total of 40 bicycle riders were riding, while 
spreading awareness about the same. 
 
 

EXPRESSO [29/02/2016 - 29/02/2016] 
 
Expresso is an annual bulletin of Rotaract Club of NM College. The theme of Expresso 2015-
16 was 'Pandora's Box' signifying the 'Mysteries that still mystify us!'. The bulletin was 
released on the last day of Project 1. 
 

  



MARCH 2016 
 

MAHAADAN [13/03/2016 - 13/03/2016] 
 
Mahadaan, a National Level Blood Donation Drive, which was conducted in association with 
RC Lala Lajpatrai College, RC Andheri and Rotary Club of Bombay West, where we were 
successful in collecting a good number of blood bottles. 
 
RED.AMBER. GREEN [30/03/2016 - 30/03/2016] 
 
Red.Amber.Green is a two-pronged project aimed at understanding and spreading 
awareness about the persons whose life revolves around Traffic Signals. It was conceived 
as something that would represent the three lights of the signal in a way we Mumbaikars 
never perceive them. 

  



APRIL 2016 
 

PEN PAL [14/04/2016 - 14/04/2016] 
 
Pen Pal, a Community Service aimed at spreading happiness amongst the Senior Citizens 
and making them feel happy about having pals and expressing their feelings to them. 
THE STRATEGIST [16/04/2016 - 16/04/2016] 
 
The Strategist, a Professional Development Initiative aimed at developing Strategic skills 
and testing analytical skills of the participants. A mock of the Corporate Meeting and 
Budgeting was done to give them an experience about its functioning. 
 
HYSTERICAL FIGURES [19/04/2016 - 19/04/2016] 
 
Hysterical Figures, an Editorials Bulletin aimed at some of the largely unknown Figures of 
Speech in the English Language, which are omnipresent in pop culture and daily 
conversation. The bulletin was released on 19th April with pre bulletin teasers to create a 
buzz among the readers. 
 

WORLD EARTH DAY [22/04/2016 - 22/04/2016] 
 
To sustain our environment and promote Green Mumbai, the Team aimed at Celebration of 
World Earth Day where the HIV kids were taught how to make paper bags and further 
distribution of the same were done to the vendors asking them to use paper bags. 
 
WALKATHON [23/04/2016 - 23/04/2016] 
 
Walkathon, a joint Initiative with the Rotary Club of Bombay West and Juhu - The Soul of 
the City with more than 1000 walking together at the beach promoting consumer 
empowerment, juhu beach clean & walk for good health. 
 

  



MAY 2016 
 

THROWBACK [14/05/2016 - 15/05/2016] 
 
Throwback, a Human Resource Development Initiative aimed at ensuring smooth human 
resource efficacy in the club, in order to address the problems of the workforce, solve their 
grievances and study their feedback in order to learn. 
 
MINDHUNTERS [27/05/2016 - 27/05/2016] 
 
Mindhunters, an Editorials and International Services Initiative which conceptualized on 
exploring alternate theories, putting into play if's and but's while keeping the main subject 
constant. About 5 articles were put up at the blogpost. 
 
REFUEL [29/05/2016 - 29/05/2016] 
 
Refuel, an Editorial Initiative is the Newsletter of Rotaract Club of NM College highlighting 
the activities and events of the year 2015-16.  
 
 

GB BASED MEMBER CLUB [15/04/2016 - 31/05/2016] 
 
To increase the efficiency of the club in terms of projects and innovations, concept of GB 
Based Member Club was brought as to complete the vision of the Succession Planning of 
the club in terms of the new set of leaders. 
 
 


